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Much is known about the genes and proteins controlling the cell cycle of fission yeast. Can these
molecular components be spun together into a consistent mechanism that accounts for the observed
behavior of growth and division in fission yeast cells? To answer this question, we propose a
mechanism for the control system, convert it into a set of 14 differential and algebraic equations,
study these equations by numerical simulation and bifurcation theory, and compare our results to the
physiology of wild-type and mutant cells. In wild-type cells, progress through the cell cycle
~G1→S→G2→M! is related to cyclic progression around a hysteresis loop, driven by cell growth
and chromosome alignment on the metaphase plate. However, the control system operates much
differently in double-mutant cells,wee12 cdc25D, which are defective in progress through the
latter half of the cell cycle~G2 and M phases!. These cells exhibit ‘‘quantized’’ cycles~interdivision
times clustering around 90, 160, and 230 min!. We show that these quantized cycles are associated
with a supercritical Hopf bifurcation in the mechanism, when thewee1 and cdc25 genes are
disabled. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1345725#
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To reproduce itself, a cell must replicate all of its compo-
nents and divide into two nearly identical daughter cells.
During this cycle, the cell’s deoxyribonucleic acid„DNA…,
which stores its genetic information, must be replicated
precisely, and the two copies of each DNA molecule
„called sister chromatids… must be segregated accurately
to the daughter cells „Fig. 1…. In eukaryotic cells, these
two steps, called DNA replication and mitosis, occur dur-
ing distinct temporal phases of the cell cycle„S phase and
M phase… separated by gaps„G1 and G2…. Maintaining
the correct order of events is the responsibility of the cell
cycle engine.1 Over the past 20 years, molecular biologists
have uncovered many components of this engine. Cell
cycle genes from one species can often replace their cou
terparts in other species, even between yeast and huma
cells, indicating that the cell cycle engine is an ancien
and highly conserved mechanism among eukaryotes
From such discoveries, we can now construct schemati
diagrams of the cell cycle engine in many different
species,2,3 but how can we be sure that a diagram is con-
sistent with the overall physiology of cell division in any
particular species? Biochemical reaction kinetics, in com-
bination with the modern theory of nonlinear dynamical
systems, provide just the tool we need to derive the physi
ological consequences of complex molecular regulator
networks. We illustrate this tool by associating some un-
usual features of the fission yeast cell cycle to bifurcations
in the system of equations describing its cell cycle engine
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Molecular components of the cell cycle engine

The most important components of the eukaryotic c
cycle engine are cyclin-dependent protein kinases, h
erodimers consisting of a catalytic subunit~a Cdk! and a
regulatory subunit~a cyclin!. Cdks, which are active only in
complex with a cyclin partner, exert their action by phosph
rylating other proteins.1 Their protein-kinase activity is re
quired to start both DNA replication and mitosis. Lower e
karyotes use only one essential Cdk subunit~generally called
Cdk1!, while higher eukaryotes use many. Cdk1 is oft
called Cdc2, in recognition of the gene~cdc2! that encodes
this protein in fission yeast.4

In fission yeast, a unicellular eukaryote, complexes
tween Cdk1 and B-type cyclins play the major roles in c
cycle regulation.5 Cdc13 is the only essential B-type cyclin5

Deletion of the gene encoding Cdc13 (cdc13D) produces
mutant cells that cannot enter mitosis.6 Two other B-type
cyclins, Cig1 and Cig2, are normally involved in DNA syn
thesis, but in their absence, the Cdc2/Cdc13 complex
drive the cell through S phase and M phase.7 During cell
cycles driven by Cdc2/Cdc13 alone, S phase always prec
mitosis, suggesting that the kinase requirement for S phas
lower than for M phase.8

DNA replication occurs once per cycle because Cdk
tivity not only triggers DNA replication but also inhibits re
replication of DNA.8 To start DNA synthesis, Cdk activity
causes properly licensed origins of replication to begin co
ing the chromosome, and at the same time it phosphoryl
licensing factor molecules, making them more susceptible
degradation. Disappearance of licensing factors from
nucleus prevents further rounds of replication. Cdk activ

il:
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increases to a higher level in late G2, thereby initiating
phase. As cells exit M phase, Cdk activity must be destroy
to permit accumulation of licensing factors at replication o
gins in the next G1 phase.

Destruction of Cdk activity as cells exit mitosis is the jo
of the anaphase promoting complex~APC!. The APC is a
large protein complex that attaches ubiquitin tags to tar
proteins, which are then rapidly degraded by proteasom9

The APC has two important functions at anaphase:~1! to
initiate degradation of the cohesion proteins that hold si
chromatids together, thereby initiating mitotic anaphase,
~2! to initiate degradation of B-type cyclins, thereby perm
ting cells to re-enter G1 phase.

To recognize the proper substrates for ubiquitination,
APC core requires specific ‘‘auxiliary’’ proteins. Slp1 targe
the cohesion complex for disassembly, and both Slp1
Ste9 present Cdc13 to the APC for ubiquitination.10 Proper
timing of these events is controlled by phosphorylation a
dephosphorylation of Slp1 and Ste9, by Cdk/cyclin co
plexes and the phosphatases that oppose them.

B. MPF’s enemies and friends

Cdc2/Cdc13 activity~also called MPF, ‘‘M-phase pro
moting factor’’! is controlled by antagonistic interaction
with its enemies.11 The enemies have negative effects
MPF, but MPF can down-regulate all of its enemies~Fig. 1!.
Two of these enemies are active in G1 phase, while a dif
ent group regulates the G2/M transition.

The first G1 enemy, Ste9~also called Srw1!,12 targets
Cdc13 to the APC core and promotes its degradation in
~Fig. 2!. On the other hand, phosphorylation of Ste9 by M
inhibits its association with the APC core, rendering
inactive.10

The other G1 enemy of MPF is a stoichiometric inhib
tor, called Rum1,13 which can bind to Cdc2/Cdc13 com
plexes and inhibit their activity.14 However, phosphorylation
of Rum1 by MPF promotes its ubiquitination~by a different

FIG. 1. The eukaryotic cell division cycle. The outside circle shows
major steps of DNA synthesis and mitosis. The inner diagram shows
relationships among the principal molecular components of the cell c
engine~using fission-yeast terminology!.
ownloaded 28 Apr 2004 to 128.173.40.83. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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complex than APC! and rapid degradation.15 Hence, there is
antagonism between MPF and Rum1, as well as betw
MPF and Ste9.

Because of these antagonistic relationships, MPF and
G1 enemies cannot coexist. Either the enemies win and
cell is in G1 phase~with low MPF activity!, or MPF wins
and the cell is in S/G2/M phase of the cycle.11 The fight
between MPF and its enemies is modulated by helper m
ecules, which shift the balance in one direction or the oth

The helper molecule for the Start transition~G1→S! is a
‘‘starter’’ kinase, a group of Cdk/cyclin complexes~Cdc2
with Cig1, Cig2, and Puc1 cyclins!, which help Cdc2/Cdc13
~MPF! to get the upper hand by phosphorylating Rum116 and
Ste9. The starter kinases can help MPF because they are
sensitive to Rum1 inhibition and Ste9-dependent ubiquiti
tion. The helper molecule for the Finish transition~M→G1!
is the Slp1/APC complex, which promotes the degradation
Cdc13 and activates Ste9~possibly by activating the phos
phatase that activates Ste9!. Slp1 can help the enemies be
cause it is not inactivated by MPF phosphorylation, as
Ste9. In fact, Slp1 seems to be activated in an MP
dependent manner.

The duration of G2 phase is regulated by a differe
mechanism, namely enzymatic inhibition of MPF activit
The active site of Cdc2 contains a phosphorylatable tyros
residue, and its tyrosine-phosphorylated form is inactiv4

Two tyrosine kinases can inactivate Cdc2 in this way, We
and Mik1.17,18 In return, MPF can also phosphorylate an
inactivate them.19 So we have another case of mutual antag
nism and alternative steady states: an S/G2 state~plenty of
tyrosine-phosphorylated Cdc2/Cdc13, with enough activ
to support DNA synthesis but not mitosis! and an M state
~inactive Wee1 and Mik1, lots of highly active Cdc2/Cdc1
cell in mitosis!.

The G2/M transition is accelerated by a direct positi
feedback loop. The inhibitory phosphate group of Cdc2
removed by a specific phosphatase, called Cdc25.20 Cdc25 is

e
le

FIG. 2. The wiring diagram of the fission-yeast cell-cycle engine. In
middle of the diagram is Cdc2/Cdc13~MPF!, which is regulated by pro-
teolysis of the Cdc13 component, phosphorylation of Cdc2 subunit,
stoichiometric inhibition of the complex. These processes are arranged
cording to the cell cycle transitions in which they are involved.
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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also phosphorylated by MPF, but the phosphorylated form
Cdc25 is more active.20 In this case, MPF helps its friend
Cdc25.

C. Negative feedback loops

For cells to proliferate, to make a repetitive sequence
properly controlled Start, G2/M and Finish transitions, t
helper molecules must be removed after they have done
jobs, because they are inhibitory for the next cell cycle tr
sition. For instance, the starter kinase must disappear
the Start transition; otherwise, it would inhibit the Finis
transition, when the enemies of MPF must come back
fission yeast, regulation of the starter kinases~Cdc2 with
Cig1, Cig2, and Puc1! is complex and not yet fully under
stood. For simplicity, we lump them together and assu
that MPF inhibits the synthesis of ‘‘SK’’ by phosphorylatin
its transcription factor~TF!.

Slp1 must disappear after the Finish transition; oth
wise, it would inhibit the next Start transition. In buddin
yeast, both synthesis and activation of the Slp1 homolo
~Cdc20! is MPF dependent, which creates a negative fe
back loop.21 We assume that a similar negative feedba
loop is operating in fission yeast. It is essential that Sl
APC is not directly activated by MPF, but rather through
intermediary enzyme~IE!, which provides a time delay in
the loop.22 This delay is necessary to give enough time
the chromosomes to align before Slp1/APC breaks do
their cohesions.9

D. Surveillance mechanisms

These helper molecules~and therefore the transitions!
are regulated by surveillance mechanisms~also called
checkpoints!.23 Start is controlled by cell mass, Finish by th
state of the cell’s chromosomes, and the G2/M transition
affected by both.

The chromosome cycle, regulated by the cell cycle
gine, must run in concert with overall cytoplasmic growth,
avoid cells becoming hopelessly small or enormou
large.24 Without such a coordinating mechanism, cells ca
not be kept alive over the long term. In fact, mutant fiss
yeast cells lacking this coordination die because they bec
either too large (cdc22) or too small (wee12 rum1D).

How cytoplasmic mass exerts its control over the c
cycle engine is not clear at present. The simplest hypoth
is that Cdk/cyclin complexes accumulate in the nucle
where their~nuclear! concentration will be proportional to
the rate of cyclin synthesis in the cytoplasm, which increa
as the cell grows.24 Although, in principle, both G1/S and
G2/M transitions are regulated by size requirements, o
one of these controls is operative during steady-state gro
and division. In wild-type fission yeast, the G1/S size
quirement is much smaller than the G2/M requireme
hence, cells are born with a size larger than necessary fo
Start transition. They execute Start soon after division,
their dependence on size is manifested at the G2/M trans
only. In wee12 mutants, the size requirement for entry in
M phase is abrogated, and these cells exhibit size contro
ownloaded 28 Apr 2004 to 128.173.40.83. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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G1/S. Both size requirements are destroyed
wee12 rum1D mutant cells, which become smaller at ea
cell division until they die.13

The G2/M transition is also controlled by the replicatio
state of the chromosomes. If the DNA is not fully replicate
then MPF stays in the tyrosine-phosphorylated form, wh
does not let the cell enter M phase.25 This is achieved by
signal transduction pathways that activate Wee1 and M
and inhibit Cdc25.26

The activity of Slp1~the helper for Finish! is regulated
by a metaphase surveillance mechanism: as long as chro
somes are not properly aligned on the metaphase plate,
is kept inactive by a Mad2-dependent signal transduct
pathway.27

These two surveillance mechanisms~unreplicated DNA
and misaligned chromosomes! are not essential during th
normal cycle.1 Both DNA replication and chromosom
alignment are normally completed before the cell cycle
gine initiates the subsequent step of the cycle. Hence, m
tions in these surveillance mechanisms do not harm c
during normal growth and division. However, if chromo
some replication or alignment is slowed down or stopped~by
drugs or mutations!, then the surveillance mechanisms b
come essential. They guarantee that the cell cycle engin
blocked under these abnormal conditions. If the surveilla
mechanisms are compromised, then the cell divides with
replicated or misaligned chromosomes, which is a lethal m
take.

II. A SIMPLE MODEL FOR THE FISSION YEAST CELL
CYCLE

The molecular mechanism described in Sec. I can
summarized in a schematic wiring diagram~Fig. 2!. In Table
I, we convert the wiring diagram into a set of differential an
algebraic equations. To keep the model simple, we ass
that a number of dynamic variables are in pseudoste
state:~1! the TF for synthesis of the starter kinase~SK!, ~2!
the trimeric complexes of Rum1 and Cdc13/Cdc2, and~3!
the tyrosine modifying enzymes~Wee1 and Cdc25!. We as-
sume that Rum1 binds to both types of Cdc2/Cdc13 dim
unphosphorylated~MPF! and phosphorylated~preMPF! ~see
Fig. 3!. The model is similar to a generic picture of eukar
otic cell-cycle controls we have described recently.24

A. Numerical simulations

1. Wild-type cells

Figure 4 presents a numerical solution of the mo
equations~Table I! with parameter values~Table II! chosen
to describe wild-type fission yeast. Cell mass increases
ponentially from one to two between birth and cell divisio
We divide cell mass by two at the end of mitosis, when M
decreases through 0.1, although daughter cells do not ph
cally separate from one another until 15–20 min after e
from mitosis.

The MPF level fluctuates during the cycle among thr
different levels. Cells enter mitosis with high MPF activit
After a time delay, Slp1/APC is activated by the high MP
activity, initiating the degradation of Cdc13. As a cons
quence, MPF activity drops, Ste9/APC activates, and Cd
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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degradation accelerates. Loss of MPF relieves the inhibi
on the TF responsible for the synthesis of the cyclin subu
of the SK. Because newborn wild-type cells are already la
enough to pass Start, they activate the TF for SK after a v
short G1 phase. Consequently, the level of SK increa
abruptly and the G1 enemies of MPF~Ste9/APC and Rum1!
cannot stay. Actually, G1 is so short that Rum1 does
have time to come up, which is consistent with experimen
observations.14 As soon as Ste9 gets inactivated, the Cdc
level rises and the cell passes the G1/S transition. Howe
SK does not inactivate the third enemy, Wee1, which ph
phorylates Cdc2/Cdc13. The phosphorylated form has
duced protein-kinase activity, which seems to be enoug
initiate S phase but not mitosis. When the cell reache
critical size, the positive feedbacks for G2/M transition tu
on. Abrupt activation of MPF by Cdc25 drives the cell in
mitosis.

TABLE I. The differential and algebraic equations describing the wiri
diagram in Fig. 2.

d@Cdc13T#

dt
5k1M2~k281k29@Ste9#1k2-@Slp1#!@Cdc13T#, ~1!

d@preMPF#

dt
5kwee~@Cdc13T] 2@preMPF#)2k25@preMPF#2~k28

1k29@Ste9#1k2-@Slp1#!@preMPF#, ~2!

d@Ste9#

dt
5(k381k39[Slp1#!

12@Ste9#

J3112@Ste9#
2(k48@SK#

1k4[MPF#!
@Ste9#

J41@Ste9#
, ~3!

d@Slp1T#

dt
5k581k59

@MPF#4

J5
41@MPF#42k6@Slp1T#, ~4!

d@Slp1#

dt
5k7[IEP#

@Slp1T#2@Slp1#

J71@Slp1T#2@Slp1#

2k8

@Slp1#

J81@Slp1#
2k6@Slp1#, ~5!

d@IEP#

dt
5k9[MPF#

12@ IEP#

J9112@ IEP#
2k10

@ IEP#

J101@ IEP#
, ~6!

d@Rum1T#

dt
5k112~k121k128 @SK#1k129 @MPF#!@Rum1T#, ~7!

d@SK#

dt
5k13@TF#2k14@SK#, ~8!

dM

dt
5mM, ~9!

@Trimer#5
2@Cdc13T#@Rum1T#

S1AS224@Cdc13T#@Rum1T#
, ~10!

[MPF#5
~@Cdc13T#2@preMPF#!~@Cdc13T#2@Trimer#!

@Cdc13T]
, ~11!

@TF#5G~k15M ,k168 1k169 @MPF#,J15 ,J16!, ~12!

where

kwee5kwee8 1~kwee9 2kwee8 !G~Vawee,Viwee@MPF#,Jawee,Jiwee),

k255k258 1~k259 2k258 !G~Va25@MPF#,Vi25 ,Ja25 ,Ji25!,

S5@Cdc13T#1@Rum1T#1Kdiss,

G~a,b,c,d!5
2ad

b2a1bc1ad1A~b2a1bc1ad!224ad~b2a!
.
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The G1 enemies~Rum1 and Ste9! are not essential in
wild-type cells, as shown by the viability ofrum1D ste9D
double-mutant cells.10 If we remove both Rum1 synthesi
and Ste9-mediated Cdc13 degradation from the modelk11

5k2950), then simulated double-mutant cells cycle wi
slightly smaller mass than wild type~simulations not shown!.

FIG. 3. Rum1 binding to Cdc2/Cdc13 dimers. We assume that Rum1 b
to both active~MPF! and tyrosine-phosphorylated Cdc2/Cdc13 dimers.
association and dissociation of trimeric species is rapid, then Eq.~10! de-
scribes the equilibrium concentration of the total pool of trimers in terms
the total pools of Cdc13 and Rum1. The sum of the dimeric and trim
tyrosine-phosphorylated forms is called preMPF.

FIG. 4. Numerical simulation of wild-type cell cycle. The equations
Table I are solved, using the parameter values in Table II. Two cell cy
are shown.
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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2. wee1À mutants

The rate-limiting step in the wild-type cell cycle i
down-regulation of Wee1 by MPF. In order to inactiva
Wee1, cells must grow to a critical size, which necessita
an extended S1G2 phase~100 min! in their cycle. If Wee1
activity ~expressed inkwee8 andkwee9 ! is reduced,28 then cells
are advanced into mitosis, dividing at a smaller size th
wild-type cells~Fig. 5!. This is the defining characteristic o
‘‘wee’’ mutants.29

The G2/M transition in wee mutants is not size co
trolled. Consequently, the length of S1G2 phase~with inter-
mediate MPF activity! is much shorter inwee12 cells ~45
min! than in wild type. To adjust their cycle time to the ma
doubling time~140 min!, wee12 cells have an extended G
phase, stabilized by up-regulation of Rum1 and Ste9.

Viability of wee12 mutants depends on these G1 e
emies of Cdk activity. If eitherrum113 or ste910 is deleted
in a wee12 background, then cells divide faster than th
grow, getting smaller and smaller each cycle until they d
The model presented in this paper is not consistent w
these experimental observations, because of the simplif
assumptions we made about the starter kinases. In the m
SK is unaffected by Rum1 and Ste9, and consequently
double mutants~wee12 rum1D and wee12 ste9D! have
the same phenotype aswee12. In reality, Cig2 is partially
inhibited by Rum1 and possibly degraded by Ste9. Hen
the double mutants are expected to have increased SK a
ity and to divide at much smaller size even thanwee12

mutants; presumably, they are too small to be viable.

3. Quantized cycles in wee1 À cdc25 D mutant

Wee1 and Cdc25 are the major tyrosine-modifying e
zymes in fission yeast. If Wee1~the inhibitor! is missing,

TABLE II. Parameter values for wild-type cells. All constants have un
min21, except theJs, which are dimensionless Michaelis constants, a
Kdiss, which is a dimensionless equilibrium constant for trimer dissociati

Cdc13 synthesis and degradation:
k150.03,k2850.03,k2951, k2-50.1.
Ste9 activation and inactivation:
k3851, k39510, J350.01,k4852, k4535, J450.01.
Slp1 synthesis, degradation, activation and inactivation:
k5850.005,k5950.3, k650.1, J550.3
k751, k850.25,J750.001,J850.001.
IE activation and inactivation:
k950.1, k1050.04,J950.01,J1050.01.
Rum1 synthesis, degradation and inhibition:
k1150.1, k1250.01,k128 51, k129 53, Kdiss50.001.
SK synthesis and degradation:
k1350.1, k1450.1.
TF activation and inactivation:
k1551.5, k168 51, k169 52, J1550.01,J1650.01.
Wee1 activation and inactivation:
Vawee50.25,Viwee51, Jawee50.01,Jiwee50.01.
Cdc25 activation and inactivation:
Va2551, Vi2550.25,Ja2550.01,Ji2550.01.
Rate of tyr-phosphorylation and dephosphorylation:
kwee8 50.15,kwee9 51.3, k258 50.05,k259 55.
Growth rate:
m50.005.
ownloaded 28 Apr 2004 to 128.173.40.83. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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then cells should not need Cdc25~the activator!. Indeed,
wee12 cdc25D double-mutant cells are viable, but they e
hibit abnormal progression through the cell cycle. Instead
the usual unimodal distribution of interdivision times, Sve
zer et al.30 observed that a steady-state culture of these m
tant yeast cells consists of three subpopulations with
tinctly different cycle times~90, 160, and 230 min!. In this
culture, cycle time appears to be ‘‘quantized’’ in intervals
70 min. Cells smaller at birth tended to have longer cy
times.

To understand the behavior ofwee12 cdc25D double
mutants, we have taken into account that Cdc25 has a ba
enzyme, called Pyp3, which is a tyrosine-phosphatase w
much smaller activity than Cdc25.31 As a consequence, in
the absence of Cdc25, the rate constants for Cdc13/C
dephosphorylation are small but not zero. Numerical simu
tion of wee12 cdc25D mutants, withkwee8 50.15,kwee9 50.3
~for wee12! andk258 5k259 50.02 ~for cdc25D!, is shown in
Fig. 6. In this simulation, cells alternate between short cyc
~100 min! and long cycles~160 min!. As observed experi-
mentally, the mutant cells always divide at size larger th
wild type. Cells born at the larger size are committed to
shorter cycle, and smaller newborns have longer cycles.

Intuitively, we might explain these quantized cycles
follows. In the mutant cells~lacking Wee1 and Cdc25!, the
positive feedback loop in mitotic control is missing or ve
weak. Hence, MPF is not activated abruptly when cells
supposed to enter the M phase. Because MPF rise is s
gish, it may not turn on fully the exit-from-mitosis pathwa
In this case, the negative feedback loop generates a reb
in MPF activity before the cell is able to divide. On th

.

FIG. 5. Numerical simulation ofwee12 cell cycle. As Fig. 4, exceptkwee9
50.3.
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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‘‘second try,’’ when its size is larger, the cell successfu
completes mitosis.

B. Phase-plane portraits and bifurcation analysis

The model, with nine ordinary differential equation
~ODEs!, can be represented in the phase plane, Cdc13T vs
MPF, in the following way. First, we treat cell mass~M! as a
parameter, and we assume that the dynamic variables
scribed by Eqs.~3!–~8! ~Table I! are in steady state. Our goa
is to express the steady-state values of these variable
functions of@MPF# andM:

FIG. 6. Numerical simulation ofwee12 cdc25D cell cycle. As Fig. 4,
exceptkwee9 50.3, k259 50.02.
ownloaded 28 Apr 2004 to 128.173.40.83. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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@SK#5~k13/k14!@TF#

5~k13/k14!G~k15M ,k168 1k169 @MPF#,J15,J16!,

@Rum1T#5
k11

k121k128 @SK#1k129 @MPF#
,

@ IEP#5G~k9@MPF#,k10,J9 ,J10!,

@Slp1T#5
k58

k6
1

k59

k6
•

@MPF#4

J5
41@MPF#4 ,

@Slp1#5@Slp1T#G~k7@ IEP#,k8 ,J7 /@Slp1T#,J8 /@Slp1T# !,

@Ste9#5G~k381k39@Slp1#,k48@SK#1k49@MPF#,J3 ,J4!.

In these equations,G(Va ,Vb ,Ja ,Jb) is the Goldbeter–
Koshland function32 defined in Table I. Also, in order to
obtain an analytical expression for@Slp1#, we have neglected
the degradation term,k6@Slp1#, compared to the post
translational modification terms; hence, our phase-plane
traits will be only approximately correct.

At this point, we are left with only Eqs.~1! and ~2! in
Table I. From Eq.~1! we can define a Cdc13T nullcline

@Cdc13T#5
k1M

k281k29@Ste9#1k2-@Slp1#
, ~A!

where the rate of Cdc13 synthesis,k1M , is exactly balanced
by its rate of degradation. The Cdc13T nullcline can now be
calculated explicitly as a function MPF, from the equatio
for @Ste9# and @Slp1# directly before.

From Eq.~2! we derive a second nullcline

@Cyc13T#5S 11
k251k281k29@Ste9#1k2-@Slp1#

kwee
D

3@preMPF], ~B!

where the rate of preMPF formation,kwee~@Cdc13T]
2@preMPF#), is exactly balanced by the rate of degradati
and dephosphorylation of preMPF. We want to express
nullcline in terms of@MPF# rather than@preMPF#. Notice
that, by definition
r
FIG. 7. Phase planes portraits fo
wild-type cells. MPF–Cdc13T phase
planes are shown for~a! newborn cells
(M51) and ~b! cells just past the
G2→M transition (M51.6).
d5stable steady state;s5unstable
steady state.
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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@Cdc13T#5@Cdc2:Cdc13#1@PCdc2:Cdc13#

1@Cdc2:Cdc13:Rum1#1@PCdc2:Cdc13:Rum1#,

where @MPF#5@Cdc2:Cdc13# and @preMPF#
5@PCdc2:Cdc13#1@PCdc2:Cdc13:Rum1#. Along the
nullcline given by Eq.~B!, we can write this identity as

@Cdc13T#5@MPF#S 11
kwee

k251k281k29@Ste9#1k2-@Slp1# D
3S 11

@Cdc2:Cdc13:Rum1#

@MPF# D .

Assuming that dimers and trimers are in rapid equilibrium

@Cdc2:Cdc13:Rum1#

@MPF#
5

@Rum1#

Kdiss

5
@Rum1T#

Kdiss1[MPF]S 11
kwee

k251k281...D
,

n

cto
n

is
e
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n,
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1,
it
G
a

-
3
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where the last equality comes from the fact that

@Rum1T#5[Rum1#1@MPF#S @Rum1#

Kdiss
D

3S 11
kwee

k251k281k29@Ste9#1k2-@Slp1# D .

Hence, Eq.~B! can be written for@Cdc13T# as an explicit
function of @MPF#:

@Cdc13T#5@MPF#S 11
kwee

k251k281k29@Ste9#1k2-@Slp1# D
3H 11

@Rum1T#

Kdiss1@MPF]S 11
kwee

k251k281...D J ,

~C!

where@Rum1T# is a function of@MPF# alone, from Eqs.~7!
and ~8! in Table I:
@Rum1T#5
k11

k121k128 ~k13/k14!G~k15M ,k168 1k169 @MPF#,J15,J16!1k129 @MPF#
.
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1. Wild-type cells

The nullclines for a newborn wild-type cell are show
on Fig. 7~a!. The MPF nullcline, Eq.~C!, is N-shaped, and
the Cdc13T nullcline, Eq. ~A!, sigmoidal-shaped. The
nullclines intersect at three steady states: two stable attra
separated by a saddle point. The stable steady state o
left branch of the MPF nullcline corresponds to theSÕG2
state, where total Cdc13 level is high but MPF activity
low, indicating that Cdc13/Cdc2 dimers are mostly tyrosin
phosphorylated form, because Wee1 is active and Cdc25
active. The steady state on the middle branch is an unst
saddle point. The steady state at high MPF level, on the r
branch of the MPF nullcline, represents themitotic state.

In wild-type cells, all steady states have relatively hi
Cdc13 level. There is no stable G1 steady state with
Cdc13 level and active Ste9/APC, because wild-type c
are large enough at birth to pass the G1/S transition.25 To see
this, notice that the transcription factor for SK is on forM
.k168 /k1550.66, if MPF activity is close to zero~this is a
property of the Goldbeter–Koshland functio
G(Va ,Vb ,Ja ,Jb), which switches abruptly between 0 and
at Va5Vb!. Because wild-type cells are born atM51, they
are large enough to turn on transcription of SK immediate
hence, SK can help Cdc13/Cdc2 to defeat Ste9 and Rum
cells do not linger in the G1 phase. This is consistent w
experiments, which show that wild-type cells arrest in the
phase only if they are nutrient-starved and hence unusu
small.33

Cell mass~M! can be thought of as a bifurcation param
eter in the model. As a newborn cell grows, the Cdc1T
rs
the

-
in-
le

ht

w
ls

;
so
h
1
lly

nullcline moves up@see Eq.~A! and Fig. 7~b!#, and the S/G2
state~a stable node! fuses with the saddle point and disa
pears. The cell then makes an irreversible transition to
stable mitotic state. Hence, our simplified phase-plane re
sentation of the control system shows clearly how cell s
controls the G2→M transition in wild-type fission yeast. Bu
how does the control system exit the mitotic state and ret
to G1 at the end of the cycle?

In this phase-plane representation of the system, with
components~except Cdc13T and MPF! in pseudosteady
state, the mitotic state is stable. But in the full model~Table
I!, this steady state is unstable as a consequence of the n
tive feedback loop: MPF→IE→Slp1/APC—uMPF. To see
this, we construct a one-parameter bifurcation diagram~Fig.
8! for ODEs~1!–~8! in Table I, treating mass~M! as a bifur-
cation parameter. This diagram, showing steady state@MPF#
as a function ofM, exhibits a typical hysteresis loop, wit
three steady states for 0.423,M,1.55. ~These three stead
states correspond to the intersection of the nullclines in F
7, except the M state is unstable in the full system of eq
tions.!

The steady state with the highest MPF level is mos
unstable, due to a supercritical Hopf bifurcation atM
50.548. The Hopf bifurcation throws off small-amplitud
stable limit cycles, which turn unstable just before they d
appear at an infinite-period, saddle-loop bifurcation. Th
limit cycles have no apparent physiological significance.
newborn cell (M51) finds itself on the only attracting stat
~the S/G2 stable steady state!. As the cell grows, it ap-
proaches the SNIC bifurcation~‘‘saddle-node on an invarian
circle’’ ! at M51.55. Beyond this bifurcation, in the ful
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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model, the only attracting state is a large-amplitude lim
cycle. The ‘‘mitotic’’ steady state, which was stable in th
phase-plane picture, is unstable in the full model. As
growing cell passes the SNIC bifurcation, its pool
tyrosine-phosphorylated Cdc2/Cdc13 dimers is activated
Cdc25. The burst of MPF activity drives the cell into mitos
The negative feedback loop then destroys Cdc13 and M
activity drops dramatically as the cell exits mitosis. Wh
@MPF# drops below 0.1, we assume, the cell divides. Sin
mass is around 2 at this time, the daughter cells are bor
M51 and are attracted to the S/G2 stable steady state,
the cycle repeats.

2. wee1À cells

These mutant cells divide atM51, about half the size o
wild-type cells. The phase plane for a newborn (M
50.5)wee12 cell shows three steady states@Fig. 9~a!#. The
stable state on the left branch of the N-shaped nullcline i
low Cdc13T and low MPF activity~because Ste9 is activ
and Rum1 level is high! and corresponds to a G1 state of t
cycle. The other two steady states are a saddle point a
mitotic state, as in wild type. As the cell grows, the cyc
nullcline moves up, the G1 steady state disappears by
lescing with the saddle point, and the control system is c
tured by a large-amplitude limit cycle@Fig. 9~b! for the full
model#, exactly as in wild type. The only difference is tha
in wee12 cells, all the bifurcations occur at smaller size.

By comparing the bifurcation diagrams for wild-typ
andwee12 cells, we can explain how wild-type cells bloc
in G1 after nutrient starvation. When wild-type cells a
starved, they down-regulate Wee1 activity and behave
wee12 cells.33 Their size is between 1 and 2, but their d
namics follow the bifurcation diagram ofwee12 cells. They

FIG. 8. One-parameter bifurcation diagram for wild-type cells. MPF activ
as a function of mass, treated as a bifurcation parameter. Symbols:
diamond5stable steady state, open diamond5unstable steady state, fille
circle5stable limit cycle~maximum and minimum values of MPF!, open
circle5unstable limit cycle. The principal bifurcations are:a saddle-node
~SN! at M50.423, b Hopf at M50.548, andc saddle-node-invariant-
cycle ~SNIC! at M51.55. If we follow the branch of stable limit cycles t
larger mass, we find them disappearing at a SNIC bifurcation atM513.4.
ownloaded 28 Apr 2004 to 128.173.40.83. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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remain in the oscillatory regime and continue dividing~with-
out further growth! until M drops below 0.7. Then they sto
on the lower branch of the bifurcation diagram, in the sta
G1 state of the cycle.

3. wee1À cdc25 D cells

The phase plane forwee12 cdc25D cells, as for wild-
type cells, does not exhibit a stable G1 steady state@Fig.
10~a!#. For small cells, there are two stable steady sta
separated by a saddle point. The stable steady state on
left has low MPF activity~because Mik1 activity is on! and
it clearly corresponds to a G2 state. The stable steady s
on the middle, rising branch has higher MPF activity, p

ed

FIG. 9. Analysis ofwee12 cell cycle. Parameter values as in Fig. 5.~a!
Phase plane portrait forM50.5, as in Fig. 7.~b! Bifurcation diagram, as in
Fig. 8. The principal bifurcations are:a SN at M50.412,b Hopf at M
50.547, andc SNIC atM50.701.
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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sumably high enough to drive a cell into mitosis. As the c
grows, it loses the stable G2 state by a saddle-node bifu
tion and transits to the stable M state. From the o
parameter bifurcation diagram for the full model@Fig.
10~b!#, we see that this bifurcation occurs atM51.64. Since
the mitotic state is a stable steady state, the cell enter
phase with no ‘‘intention’’ of leaving. As the cell grows pa
M51.83, the mitotic steady state loses stability by sup
critical Hopf bifurcation. Once the cell passes the Hopf
furcation point, MPF starts to oscillate, but with small am
plitude and nearly constant period. Because@MPF# may not
drop below 0.1 during the first oscillation, the cell may n
exit mitosis properly. Rather than dividing, the cell increas

FIG. 10. Analysis ofwee12 cdc25D cell cycle. Parameter values as in Fi
6. ~a! Phase plane portrait forM51.5, as in Fig. 7.~b! Bifurcation diagram,
as in Fig. 8. The principal bifurcations are:a SN atM51.25,b Hopf at
M51.83,c SN atM51.64,d cyclic fold ~CF! at M52.37, ande CF at
M52.60.
ownloaded 28 Apr 2004 to 128.173.40.83. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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further in mass and makes a second, larger amplitude o
lation in @MPF#. Only when cell mass increases past t
cyclic-fold bifurcation at M52.6 does @MPF# drop low
enough for the cell to leave mitosis. Of course, it is n
necessary to make two oscillations in@MPF#, as is evident in
Fig. 6. If the cell is large enough at birth, the first oscillatio
will be sufficient to drive it through a normal mitotic se
quence.

III. DISCUSSION

A major challenge of postgenomic biology is to devel
useful theoretical tools for deriving the physiological pro
erties of cells from the ‘‘wiring diagrams’’ of the molecula
machines that carry out the essential chores of life. In a se
of recent publications, we have illustrated how this conn
tion might be made for one of the most fundamental chor
the cell cycle. This paper concentrates on some nitty-gr
features of cell division in fission yeast and the specific m
ecules underlying the behavior of wild type and mutant ce
Not to become lost in a forest of details, let us highlight fi
the overall approach.

~1! View 1. The wiring diagram~Fig. 2! can be ab-
stracted from the literature. It summarizes a vast numbe
observations and the ideas of many experimentalists a
how their molecular components interact. In essence,
wiring diagram is a grand hypothesis about the molecu
network controlling cell division in a certain organism. T
refute, or confirm, or refine this hypothesis, it must be forc
into contact with data, to postdict all the known properties
cell division in the organism and to predict the results of n
experiments. But wiring diagrams like Fig. 2, although th
are a view of reality that is immediately recognizable by
molecular biologist, cannot be used directly to make reliab
quantitative statements about the behavior of a molec
control system.

~2! View 2. To make such statements, the diagram m
be translated into precise mathematical terms: e.g., the
tem of differential and algebraic equations in Table I. Th
translation requires a set of auxiliary assumptions about~1!
the kinetic forms of the rate equations describing all the st
in the mechanism and~2! the numerical values of the rat
constants that parameterize these equations. Once th
done, we have a ‘‘machine readable’’ version of the hypo
esis that we can use to compute any desired property of
control system.

~3! View 3. Unfortunately, view No. 2 of reality is com
pletely foreign to experimentalists, and, to tell the tru
hardly recognizable to theoreticians. To see inside the c
trol system, to understand its attributes, to guess intellige
how it will behave under various conditions, we need a th
view, a geometrical interpretation of the dynamical syste
which is provided by bifurcation theory~Figs. 7–10!.

To make the connection between molecules and ph
ology, we need all three views: the wiring diagram, to s
how the molecules are supposedly hooked together; the
ferential equations, to make reliable, quantitative deducti
about the behavior of the hypothetical control system; a
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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bifurcation theory, to give us an insider’s view of the d
namical potential of the model.

We have used fission yeast as an example, because
organism played a central role in unraveling the molecu
machinery of the eukaryotic cell-cycle engine. Paul Nurs
discovery, in 1975, of thewee1 gene was the crucial firs
step.29 Becausewee12 cells grow perfectly well but divide
at an abnormally small size, Nurse knew that he had a g
intimately involved in the regulation of cell division~rather
than the nuts and bolts of DNA replication and sister ch
matid segregation!. Shortly thereafter, Nurse proved the e
istence of a dominant mutant allele ofcdc2 with the wee
phenotype, suggesting thatcdc2 also plays a central role in
the control system.34 When Fantes showed tha
wee12 cdc25D double-mutant cells are viable,35 the cell-
cycle community had a third component of the regulato
network and a good idea of how the pieces fit together.

From this picture~the G2/M box in Fig. 2!, we started
building mathematical models of fission-yeast cell-cy
control in 1991,36 adding rum1 ~the G1/S box! in 1997,37

andslp1 ste9 ~Finish! in 2000.38 From a dynamical point of
view, the most interesting aspect of the problem are
quantized cycles inwee12 cdc25D double-mutant cells,
which we have emphasized in this paper. The theory p
posed here is slightly different from our proposal in Sveic
et al.39 In that paper, we assumed that Slp1 could not
grade Cdc13 directly, but only indirectly by activating Ste
Furthermore, we assumed that Mik1 activity could be dow
regulated by phosphorylation by MPF, exactly as Wee1
that paper, the small-amplitude oscillations in MPF that g
erate quantized cell cycles are due to the interactions
tween MPF and Mik1. In this paper, there is no feedback
MPF on Mik1; the small-amplitude oscillations are genera
by a negative feedback in the mechanism~MPF
→IEP→Ste9—iMPF!. We believe that the present explan
tion is more likely than the former.

The fact that we have published two quite different e
planations of the same phenomenon within one year il
trates both the power and limitations of a theoretical
proach to molecular regulatory networks. First, the streng
without such an approach it would be impossible to think
all reliably about the molecular basis of a phenomenon
subtle as quantized cell cycles in fission yeast mutants. N
the weakness: showing that a mechanistic hypothesis is
sistent with observations does not prove that the hypoth
is correct. An alternative hypothesis may work equally w
or better. There is nothing novel or unexpected about
weakness; it is a well-known limitation of mechanistic h
pothesis testing in chemical kinetics. In molecular cell bi
ogy, we must learn to accept the bad news along with
good, because no one has yet come up with a more pow
or less vulnerable way to unravel complex chemical reac
networks.
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